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Abstract—Conventional routing algorithms rely on the ex-
istence of persistent end-to-end paths for the delivery of a
message to its destination via a predesigned path. However,
in a delay tolerant network (DTN), nodes are intermittently
connected, and thus the network topology is dynamic in nature,
which makes the routing become one of the most challenging
problems. A promising solution is to predict the nodes’ future
contacts based on their contact histories. In this paper, we ﬁrst
propose an expected encounter based routing protocol (EER)
which distributes multiple replicas of a message proportionally
between two encounters according to their expected encounter
values. In case of single replica of a message, EER makes the
routing decision by comparing the minimum expected meeting
delay to the destination. We further propose a community
based routing protocol (CR) which takes advantages of the high
contact frequency property of the community. The simulations
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed routing protocols
under different network parameters.
Keywords-Delay Tolerant Networks; Expected Encounter
Value; Minimum Expected Meeting Delay; Routing Protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a conventional network, messages are routed along
persistent end-to-end paths predesigned on the always-
connected network topology. However, this kind of routing
strategy is not applicable to delay tolerant networks (DTNs),
since the predesigned end-to-end path does not always exist.
As the nodes may be mobile, the contact between each pair
of nodes is intermittent and the network topology changes
over time. Therefore, it becomes a most challenging task to
design an efﬁcient routing protocol in DTNs.
As the nodes in a DTN are intermittently connected, it
is very difﬁcult, if not impossible, to determine a persistent
source-to-destination route for each message. The nodes can
adopt the store-carry-and-forward mechanism to deliver the
messages. However, it is still hard for a node to obtain the
global network connectivity as it is time-varying. Figure 1
shows a simple network with six nodes. The network topol-
ogy varies from time t1 to t4, making the routing in this
network challenging. For instance, if node A wants to send
a message to node D at t1, according to the global network
connectivity, the optimal path for this message is from node
A to node E at t2, then from node E to node F at t3 and ﬁnally
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Figure 1. A sample delay tolerant network with six intermittently
connected nodes. C1, C2 and C3 denote three different communities in
the network.
from node F to node D at t4. However, node A may apply
the best effort strategy to deliver the message to node B at t1
since it meets node B ﬁrstly, resulting in failing to deliver the
message to node D ﬁnally. Fortunately, by referring to the
historical mobility, a node can predict its future contacts with
other nodes, which are useful in making routing decisions.
A promising solution is proposed in [1] that predicts
nodes’ future contacts based on their contact histories: Each
node estimates its future encounter value (EV) based on
its contact history. When two nodes meet, the replicas of
a message are distributed between them according to the
proportion of their estimated EVs. This approach can achieve
good performance with a low overhead. However, the EV
estimated in [1] is identical to all messages and independent
of the time-to-live (TTL) values of the messages. Since each
message has its own TTL and should be delivered to the
ﬁnal destination before its TTL expires, the TTL of the
message should be taken into consideration for estimating
EV. For example, if a node estimates its EV as e per day,
which suggests that this node will meet e other nodes in one
day. However, if the residual TTL of the message is only
This is the Pre-Published Version.
one hour, then it is unwise to make the replicas distribution
according to e. A better solution is to predict the EV based
on the message’s TTL.
Embedded this idea, in this paper, we propose an expected
encounter based routing protocol (EER) to solve this prob-
lem. EER has two phases: multiple replicas distribution and
single replica forwarding. In the multiple replicas distribu-
tion phase, each node disseminates the replicas of a message
to different nodes as soon as possible, which can be achieved
by distributing the replicas of the message according to their
expected EVs. The expected EV is calculated as a function
of the message’s TTL, which is more accurate in predicting
the future EV in a ﬁxed future time interval. In the single
replica forwarding phase, each node decides whether to
forward the message to its current encounter by comparing
their minimum expected meeting delays (MEMDs) to the
destination. The MEMD is calculated based on the past
meeting intervals between each pair of nodes and the elapsed
time since their last contact. We further propose a commu-
nity based routing protocol (CR) which takes advantages
of the high contact frequency property of the community.
CR includes inter-community routing and intra-community
routing. In the inter-community routing, each node dissem-
inates the multiple replicas of a message to the nodes from
different communities as soon as possible, in which the
distribution of the replicas of this message is proportional
to the expected numbers of encountering communities of
any pair of encounters. In case of the single replica of the
message left during the propagation, the message is delivered
to the node which has a higher probability to encounter the
destination community. In the intra-community routing, a
node in the destination community distributes the replicas
of a message to its encounter in the same community
according to the proportion of their expected EVs within
the community. In case of the single replica of the message,
the node in the destination community decides whether to
forward the message to its encounter in the same community
by comparing their MEMDs within the community, which
leads the message to be forwarded to its ﬁnal destination.
Our key contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We formulate the calculation of the expected EV of
each node and the minimum expected meeting delay
between each node and the destination, then propose
the expected encounter based routing protocol;
• We propose the community based routing protocol us-
ing the expected number of encountering communities
which takes advantages of the community property and
can achieve high delivery ratio with less information
exchange overhead;
• We conduct simulations to illustrate the effectiveness of
our proposed routing protocols under different network
parameters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we discuss the existing DTN routing protocols.
Section III describes our proposed expected encounter based
routing protocol. In Section IV, we propose the community
based routing protocol. The performance evaluation is con-
ducted in Section V. Section VI concludes this paper and
puts forward the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Routing protocols in DTNs attempt to deliver the message
through the intermittently connected nodes to the destina-
tion. The property of contemporaneous links makes routing
in DTNs a challenging issue. The DTN routing has become
an active research topic and many protocols [2]–[5] have
been proposed in the past few years.
To obtain a high message delivery ratio, Vahdat et al.
propose the epidemic routing protocol [6], in which each
message is replicated and ﬂooded to all the nodes in the
network. However, in this protocol, the number of replicas
of each message in the network increases rapidly, which
greatly consumes the limited buffer space and bandwidth. To
reduce the overhead, some improved epidemic-based routing
schemes [2] [7] [8] are proposed. In Prophet [2], a node will
replicate and forward a message to its encounter only if its
encounter has a higher likelihood of meeting the destination.
In MaxProp [7], due to the limitation of buffer space, each
node schedules both the packets to be transmitted to other
nodes and the packets to be dropped. Thus, the most likely
to be successfully delivered packets will be replicated and
transmitted to other nodes with the highest priority, and the
node will drop the packet with the smallest probability to
be successfully delivered when the buffer is full. In the
delegation forwarding [8], the message is replicated and
delivered by a node to its encounter only if its encounter
has a better quality metric. This method can reduce the cost
of the network to O(
√
n), compared to the cost O(n) of the
epidemic routing, where n is the number of nodes in the
network.
To avoid a high network overhead, some forwarding-based
routing schemes with single copy [9]–[11] are also proposed.
In [9], the delay tolerant network routing problem is formu-
lated, and several routing algorithms corresponding to the
percentage of knowledge are proposed. Jones et al. [10]
design a practical single copy routing mechanism based on
the minimum estimated expected delay, which is calculated
based on the average meeting interval between each pair of
nodes in the network using the Dijstra’s algorithm. While it,
as a link-state routing algorithm, requires the pair-wise rout-
ing information exchange among encountering nodes which
introduces additional overhead, it can provide the complete
topology at each node to achieve good performance. The
predict and relay (PER) [11] scheme relies on predicting
the future contacts based on the semi-markov process. Gao
et al. [12] propose a forwarding approach by exploiting the
transient node contact patterns, based on which each node
can make a more accurate prediction for data forwarding
decision.
A tradeoff between the epidemic-based routing and the
forwarding-based routing with single copy is the quota-based
routing protocols [13]–[16] [1], which implant predeﬁned
replicas of each message into the network to improve the de-
livery ratio without greatly increasing the overhead. Spray-
and-Wait [13] disseminates the replicas of each message
in the spray phase. When the node has only one replica
of the message, it will be in the wait phase, in which it
waits to meet the destination and then delivers the message
directly to the destination. Spray-and-Focus [14] adopts the
spray phase in [13], and when the node has only one
replica of the message, it will be in the focus phase, in
which the message can be forwarded to its encounter with a
higher utility to improve the performance. Based on Spray-
and-Wait, Liu and Wu propose an optimal probabilistic
forwarding protocol [15]. However, it assumes each node
knows the mean inter-meeting times of all pairs of nodes
in the network, which is impractical. In [16], the DTN
routing approach is blackhole attacks resistent which uses
the encounter tickets to secure the evidence of each contact.
An encounter based routing scheme called EBR is proposed
in [1], which distributes the replicas of a message between
two encounters according to the proportion of their estimated
EVs. However, the estimated EV in [1] is identical to all
messages and independent of the TTL of each message. In
this paper, we propose the EER using the expected EV which
is a function of the message’s TTL and is more accurate
in predicting the future EV in a ﬁxed future time interval.
The simulation results show that the EER can achieve much
better performance than the EBR.
The small world dynamics have been proposed for the
economics and social studies, and the researchers have
proved that some properties of the social network can be
well utilized in the DTN routing [17]–[19]. The centrality,
similarity and betweenness are borrowed from the social net-
work to DTNs as the utility metrics in [17], based on which
the proposed routing approach obtains good performance.
BUBBLE [18] is a social-based forwarding algorithm using
the properties of social network and it is designed for pocket
switched networks. In [19], the multicast in DTNs is well
studied from the social network perspective. The concept of
community introduced in [18] [19] will be employed in our
proposed CR, in which the property of community is used
and the routing is divided into the inter-community routing
and intra-community routing.
III. EXPECTED ENCOUNTER BASED ROUTING
PROTOCOL
In this section, we describe the proposed expected en-
counter based routing protocol (EER), which adopts the
link-state routing [10] and is one of the quota-based routing
protocols. The EER includes two phases: the multiple repli-
cas distribution and the single replica forwarding. We will
ﬁrst describe the multiple replicas distribution phase and the
single replica forwarding phase in detail respectively, after
which we will elaborate the EER algorithm.
A. Multiple Replicas Distribution Phase
In the EER, each message in the network is initiated with
a predeﬁned number of replicas. In the multiple replicas
distribution phase, a node holds more than one replica of a
message. To achieve a high message delivery ratio, the node
can disseminate the replicas to different nodes as soon as
possible. Therefore, when a node encounters any other node,
it splits the replicas between them proportionally according
to their expected EVs in a ﬁxed future time interval, which
can be calculated based on their contact histories.
1) Expected Encounter Value: As the previous work [10]
[20] has shown that the mobility observations can make
predictions with a very high accuracy, each node can make
a prediction based on its previous contact history. According
to the node’s contact history, it can predict its future contact
information between itself and any other node. One of such
contact information is the expected EV, i.e., the number of
nodes a node expects to meet, which will be used in the
replicas distribution.
To calculate the expected EV, each node needs to record
the encounter time of each contact between itself and any
other node. Assume that there are total n nodes in the
network. Each node maintains a set of sliding windows to
record the contact histories, e.g., the past meeting intervals
between itself and any other encountering node. The set of
recorded past meeting intervals between nodes ui and u j is
Ri j = {Δti j1 ,Δti j2 , ...,Δti jri j}, where Δti jk is the recorded past
kth meeting interval between ui and u j, and ri j is the total
number of recorded meeting intervals between ui and u j. The
last contact between ui and u j occurred at time t
i j
0 . Then, ui
can calculate its expected EV using Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. At time t (t ≥ ti j0 ), the expected encounter value
of node ui within (t, t + τ] is:
EEVi(t, τ) =
∑
1≤ j≤n, ji
mτi j
mi j
, (1)
where Mi j = {Δti jk |Δti jk ∈ Ri j,Δti jk > t − ti j0 } and mi j = |Mij|,
Mτi j = {Δti jk |Δti jk ∈ Mij,Δti jk ≤ t + τ − ti j0 } and mτi j = |Mτi j|.
Proof: Please see Appendix A for a proof.
According to Theorem 1, each node in the network can
calculate its expected EV when it meets any other node.
2) Replicas Distribution: In the EER, each message is
initiated with a predeﬁned number of replicas in the network.
Assume that the initial number of replicas of each message
is λ. A message is considered to be successfully delivered if
at least one replica arrives at the destination within the TTL
of the message. Thus, to obtain a high message delivery
ratio, an effective strategy is to disseminate the λ replicas of
each message to λ different nodes ﬁrstly, and then let each
of the λ different nodes deliver the single-copy message to
the destination respectively.
As each node can calculate its expected EV in a ﬁxed
future time interval based on its contact history, when
two nodes meet, the distribution of the replicas of each
message can be conducted according to the proportion of
their expected EVs. For example, if ui holds a message mk
with Mk replicas (Mk > 1), and its current TTL is TTLk,
u j has no replica of mk. When ui meets u j at time t, after
exchanging and updating the routing information, ui will
pass
Mk · EEVj(t, α · TTLk)EEVi(t, α · TTLk) + EEVj(t, α · TTLk) 
replicas of message mk to u j, here α is a network parameter
and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. That is, ui and u j will distribute the Mk
replicas of mk according to the proportion of their expected
EVs in (t, t + α · TTLk].
B. Single Replica Forwarding Phase
In the EER, each message initially has λ replicas. In the
multiple replicas distribution phase, each node disseminates
all the replicas of the message to different nodes as soon
as possible. When the number of replicas of the message in
one node reduces to 1, the single replica forwarding phase
starts.
In the single replica forwarding phase, each node needs
to decide whether or not to forward the message it holds
to its current encounter. Previous research has shown that
using the contact history can make the prediction of the
meeting delays to other nodes with a high accuracy [10],
which is useful in making a routing decision. Thus, each
node can ﬁrstly take advantage of its contact history to
predict the one-hop meeting delays to other nodes, and then
estimate the multi-hop meeting delay, which is the minimum
expected meeting delay (MEMD) to the destination. Finally,
the node can decide whether to forward the message it holds
to its current encounter by comparing their MEMDs to the
destination.
1) One-Hop Meeting Delay Prediction: The one-hop
meeting delay can be calculated based on the past contact
information. In the previous work [10], the average meeting
interval between two encounters is used as their expected
meeting delay. For example, if node ui has a set of recorded
past meeting intervals {Δti j1 ,Δti j2 , ...,Δti jri j} to node u j. Then
at any moment before ui encounters u j, it will predict the
expected meeting delay to u j as 1ri j
∑ri j
k=1 Δt
i j
k . However, this
average meeting interval is not always appropriate to be the
prediction of the meeting delay. For instance, if two nodes
periodically meet every Δt, and the last moment these two
nodes meet is ti j0 , then at t
i j
0 +
1
2Δt, the expected meeting
delay between these two nodes should be 12Δt, but not the
average meeting interval Δt. Thus, the elapsed time since
last contact between two nodes does impact their expected
meeting delay.
We can use Theorem 2 to calculate the expected meeting
delay (EMD) between two nodes which is related to the
elapsed time since their last contact.
Theorem 2. At time t (t ≥ ti j0 ), the expected meeting delay
(EMD) between nodes ui and u j is:
EMDi j(t) =
1
mi j
∑
Δti jk ∈Mij
Δti jk − (t − ti j0 ), (2)
where Mi j = {Δti jk |Δti jk ∈ Ri j,Δti jk > t − ti j0 }, and mi j = |Mij|.
Proof: Please see Appendix B for a proof.
According to Eq. 2, each node in the network can predict
the one-hop meeting delays between itself and other nodes.
However, the one-hop meeting delay only includes partial
connectivity information of the network. The global network
connectivity information is more useful for the message
delivery in the single replica forwarding.
2) Multi-Hop Meeting Delay Prediction: To make the
message efﬁciently delivered to its destination in a DTN,
each node can estimate the multi-hop meeting delay from
itself to the destination, which is used to determine whether
to forward the message to the current encounter. Before
calculating the multi-hop meeting delay, each node can make
its one-hop meeting delay prediction and exchange it with
other encounters, through which it can get the network
connectivity information. In the EER, each node maintains
an n × n meeting interval matrix MI. The MI is deﬁned as:
MI =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 I12 . . . I1n
I21 0 . . . I2n
...
...
. . .
...
In1 In2 . . . 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
where Ii j denotes the average meeting interval between
nodes ui and u j and it is updated by ui. Obviously, Ii j = 0
when i = j. For the MI of ui, Ii j (1 ≤ j ≤ n, j  i) can
be obtained by Ii j = 1ri j
∑ri j
k=1 Δt
i j
k . The other elements in the
MI of ui can be obtained via information exchange when it
meets other nodes. For the convenience of exchanging the
meeting interval information when two nodes meet, each
node has to maintain the last update time for each row in
its MI. When two nodes meet at another time, they will
exchange and update their MIs with each other according
to the last update time of each row.1
As mentioned above, the prediction of the meeting delay
based on the average meeting intervals may not be always
1In the implementation of our protocols, only the rows with the fresher
update time need to be exchanged between the two encountering nodes,
which can reduce the routing information exchange overhead greatly.
accurate. We let each node build an n× n expected meeting
delay matrix MD whenever it meets another node, where
MD =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 D12 . . . D1n
D21 0 . . . D2n
...
...
. . .
...
Dn1 Dn2 . . . 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Di j is the expected meeting delay (EMD) between nodes ui
and u j, which is updated by ui. Also, Di j = 0 when i = j.
In the MD of ui, Di j (1 ≤ j ≤ n, j  i) can be obtained by
Eq. 2. As it is difﬁcult for ui to get the EMD between u j
and uk when j  i and k  i, ui can replace it with I jk for
simplicity, which can be acquired from its MI. After building
the MD, ui can calculate the multi-hop meeting delay from
itself to the destination of the message using the Dijkstra’s
algorithm.
Theorem 3. The multi-hop meeting delay calculated using
the Dijkstra’s algorithm based on the above MD is the
minimum expected meeting delay (MEMD).
Proof: Please see Appendix C for a proof.
C. Expected Encounter Based Routing Algorithm
Algorithm 1 Expected Encounter Based Routing Algorithm
1: Let m1,m2, . . . ,mM be the messages in ui’s local buffer.
2: if ui meets u j at t then
3: ui and u j update their contact histories and calculate
the up-to-date average meeting interval.
4: ui and u j exchange their MIs with each other to form
an identical MI.
5: ui and u j build their MDs.
6: for k = 1, 2, . . . ,M do
7: if u j does not hold mk then
8: Mk ← mk.numO fReplicas
9: if Mk > 1 then
10: ui sends Mk · EEVj(t,α·TTLk)EEVi(t,α·TTLk)+EEVj(t,α·TTLk)  repli-
cas of mk to u j.
11: else
12: ud ← mk.destination
13: if MEMD(ui, ud) > MEMD(u j, ud) then
14: ui forwards mk to u j.
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: end if
The procedure of the expected encounter based routing
algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. When nodes ui
and u j meet, they update their contact histories for the
meeting intervals between them and calculate the up-to-date
average meeting interval. Then ui and u j exchange their
MIs with each other to form an identical MI. If either one
of these two nodes has a message to be delivered, each
of them will build a new MD based on its MI and the
one-hop meeting delay prediction. For each message mk
which is held by ui but not u j, if ui has Mk replicas of
mk (Mk > 1), it will send Mk · EEVj(t,α·TTLk)EEVi(t,α·TTLk)+EEVj(t,α·TTLk) 
replicas of mk to u j, and keep the rest replicas of mk.
Otherwise, if ui has only one replica of mk, it compares its
MEMD to the destination with that of u j, i.e., it compares
MEMD(ui, ud) with MEMD(u j, ud) where MEMD(u∗, ud)
denotes the minimum expected meeting delay from u∗ to
ud. If ui has a longer MEMD, it will forward mk to u j. Note
that the replicas of each message will not be redistributed
between two encounters if both of them have at least one
replica of this message.
IV. COMMUNITY BASED ROUTING PROTOCOL
In the EER, each node maintains an MI which includes
the global network connectivity information. When a pair of
nodes meet, they will exchange and update their MIs which
may cause some routing information exchange overhead. In
this section, we will propose the community based routing
protocol (CR) which employs the concept of social network
and can further reduce the information exchange overhead
by diminishing the scale of the MIs. We will ﬁrst introduce
the concept of community. Then we will describe the calcu-
lation of expected number of encountering communities for
each node in a ﬁxed future time interval. Finally, we will
elaborate the community based routing algorithm.
A. Community — A Social Network Concept
A social network is a structured human society which
consists of individuals (called nodes) connected by socially
meaningful relationships, such as common interest or social
relations. Such social relationships can also partition the so-
cial network into several communities naturally. Community
is an important attribute of a social network. Generally, the
social relationship within the same community is stronger
than that between different communities. For instance, the
contact frequency between a pair of nodes in the same com-
munity is much higher than that from different communities.
More speciﬁcally, for example, all the students in a school
are divided into different classes (i.e., communities). The
students from the same class will meet with each other
frequently as they are classmates and they attend similar
classes together. On the other hand, the meeting frequency
between the students from different classes will be much
lower.
The concept of community can be used in the DTN
routing. In a DTN, all the nodes are divided into sev-
eral communities according to their relationships. Then
the routing in the DTN can be conducted in two phases
— inter-community routing and intra-community routing.
In the inter-community routing, each node distributes the
multiple replicas of a message to the nodes from different
communities as soon as possible, which can be achieved
by distributing the replicas of the message according to
the proportion of the two encounters’ expected numbers of
encountering communities. In case of the single replica of
the message, it will be forwarded to the node which has a
higher probability to encounter the destination community
(i.e., the community which the destination of the message
belongs to). In the intra-community routing, a node in the
destination community distributes the replicas of a message
to its encounter in the same community according to the pro-
portion of their intra-community expected EVs, which are
calculated based on the nodes only in the same community.
Note that the intra-community MEMD, intra-community
MI and intra-community MD that will be discussed in the
following sections are also calculated based on the nodes
only in the same community. In case of the single replica of
the message, the node in the destination community decides
whether to forward the message to its encounter in the same
community by comparing their intra-community MEMDs.
There are a lot of research work on the construction of
community, including the centralized algorithms, such as the
k-clique [21] and weighted network analysis (WNA) [22],
and distributed algorithms such as the construction method
in [23]. While the construction of community is not our
focus in this paper, we take advantages of the community
property and propose the community based routing protocol
(CR).2
B. Expected Number of Encountering Communities
In a community based DTN, each node maintains the
intra-community MI and MD. In addition, each node also
needs to maintain n − 1 sliding windows to record contact
histories, i.e., the past meeting intervals between itself and
any other n−1 nodes. The node can use the recorded contract
histories to calculate its expected number of encountering
communities in a ﬁxed future time interval.
We assume a network is partitioned into l communities
{C1,C2, · · · ,Cl} and each node only belongs to one of the
l communities.3 Ck denotes the set of nodes inside the kth
community, and CIDui denotes the ID of the community
which node ui belongs to. ui is considered to encounter
community Ck if it meets at least one node in Ck. Then ui can
calculate its expected number of encountering communities
using Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. At time t (t ≥ ti j0 ), the expected number of
encountering communities for node ui within (t, t + τ] is:
2In the implementation of the CR, the communities in the network are
predeﬁned for simplicity.
3We only consider that one node belongs to one community in this paper
for simplicity of description. It is noted that our proposed protocol can work
well even when one node belongs to multiple communities.
ENECi(t, τ) =
∑
1≤k≤l,kCIDui
(1 −
∏
u j∈Ck
(1 −
mτi j
mi j
)), (3)
where Mi j = {Δti jk |Δti jk ∈ Ri j,Δti jk > t − ti j0 } and mi j = |Mij|,
Mτi j = {Δti jk |Δti jk ∈ Mij,Δti jk ≤ t + τ − ti j0 } and mτi j = |Mτi j|.
Proof: Please see Appendix D for a proof.
Based on Theorem 4, each node in the network can
calculate its expected number of encountering communities
when it meets any other node.
C. Community Based Routing Algorithm
In the community based routing protocol, every node has
a global unique ID and a community ID. When a message
is generated, its destination ud is attached in this message
together with the community ID CIDud .
Algorithm 2 Community Based Routing Algorithm
1: Let m1,m2, . . . ,mM be the messages in ui’s local buffer.
2: if ui meets u j at t then
3: ui and u j update their contact histories and calculate
the up-to-date average meeting interval.
4: for k = 1, 2, . . . ,M do
5: ud ← mk.destination
6: if CIDui  CIDud then
7: Trigger Inter-Community Routing Algorithm.
8: else
9: Trigger Intra-Community Routing Algorithm.
10: end if
11: end for
12: end if
Algorithm 3 Inter-Community Routing Algorithm
1: if CIDuj = CIDud then
2: ui sends all replicas of mk to u j.
3: else
4: if u j does not hold mk then
5: Mk ← mk.numO fReplicas
6: if Mk > 1 then
7: ui sends Mk · ENEC j(t,α·TTLk)ENECi(t,α·TTLk)+ENEC j(t,α·TTLk)  repli-
cas of mk to u j.
8: else
9: c← CIDud
10: if Pic < Pjc then
11: ui forwards mk to u j.
12: end if
13: end if
14: end if
15: end if
The community based routing algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 2. When nodes ui and u j meet, they update
Algorithm 4 Intra-Community Routing Algorithm
1: if CIDui = CIDuj then
2: ui and u j exchange their intra-community MIs with
each other to form an identical intra-community MI.
3: ui and u j build their intra-community MDs.
4: if u j does not hold mk then
5: Mk ← mk.numO fReplicas
6: if Mk > 1 then
7: ui sends Mk · EEVj(t,α·TTLk)
′
EEVi(t,α·TTLk)′+EEVj(t,α·TTLk)′  replicas
of mk to u j.
8: else
9: if MEMD(ui, ud)′ > MEMD(u j, ud)′ then
10: ui forwards mk to u j.
11: end if
12: end if
13: end if
14: end if
their contact histories and calculate the up-to-date average
meeting interval. For each message mk which is held by ui,
if the destination of mk is not within the same community of
ui, the inter-community routing algorithm will be triggered.
Otherwise, the intra-community routing algorithm will be
triggered.
The inter-community and intra-community routing al-
gorithms are described in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4
respectively. In the inter-community routing algorithm, ui
tries to deliver mk to the destination community. If u j belongs
to the destination community, ui will send all the replicas
of mk to u j. Otherwise, ui will continue the process: If
mk is held by ui but not u j, ui will make the routing
decision according to Mk (the number of replicas of mk).
If Mk is larger than 1, ui will distribute the replicas of
mk between itself and u j according to the proportion of
their expected numbers of encountering communities. ui will
send Mk · ENEC j(t,α·TTLk)ENECi(t,α·TTLk)+ENEC j(t,α·TTLk)  replicas of mk to
u j. Otherwise, if ui has only one replica of mk, and if the
probability that ui will encounter the destination community
in (t, t +α · TTLk] is less than that of u j, ui will forward mk
to u j.
In the intra-community routing algorithm, if ui and u j
belong to different communities, ui will not send mk to u j
as u j is outside the destination community. Otherwise, nodes
ui and u j will exchange their intra-community MIs to form
an identical intra-community MI and build their new intra-
community MDs. If mk is held by node ui but not u j, ui
will make the routing decision according to the number of
replicas of mk. If ui has more than one replica of mk, it
will send Mk · EEVj(t,α·TTLk)
′
EEVi(t,α·TTLk)′+EEVj(t,α·TTLk)′  replicas of mk to
u j, where EEVi(t, α ·TTLk)′ represents the intra-community
expected EV of ui in (t, t + α · TTLk]. If ui has only one
replica of mk and the MEMD′ (intra-community MEMD)
from ui to ud is larger than that from u j to ud, ui will forward
mk to u j.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we will evaluate our proposed routing
protocols with three performance metrics, delivery ratio,
latency and goodput, in the Opportunistic Network Environ-
ment simulator (ONE) [24]. We also compare our proposed
routing protocols with other existing popular DTN routing
protocols.
A. Performance Metrics and Simulation Settings
Three metrics will be employed in the performance eval-
uation, including delivery ratio, latency and goodput. The
major goal of the DTN routing is to achieve a high delivery
ratio and goodput with a low latency. The deﬁnitions of these
three metrics are shown as follows:
• Delivery ratio: The ratio of the number of delivered
messages to the number of all the generated messages.
• Latency: The average end-to-end delivery delay be-
tween each pair of source and destination in the net-
work.
• Goodput: The ratio of the number of delivered mes-
sages to the total number of relayed messages in the
network.
To evaluate the performance of our proposed DTN routing
protocols, we use the vehicular-based map-driven model in
our simulations, which is part of the ONE simulator. Some
bus lines based on the map of downtown Helsink in Finland
are employed into the simulations, and the buses which
travel along the bus lines represent the nodes in the network.
We use the following settings in the simulations: the
moving speed of the nodes varies from 2.7 to 13.9 m/s, the
simulation update interval is 0.1s, the transmission speed
is 2 Mbps and the transmission range is 10 m. The buffer
space of each node is 1 MB, and the size of each packet
is 25 KB. The network parameter α is set to 0.28, which
is indicated to be a reasonable value from the preliminary
simulations. Each simulation lasts for 10000s, and the TTL
of each message is 20 minutes. The number of nodes in
the network varies from 40 to 240 with an increment of 40.
The value of each point in the curves is the average of 10
simulation runs.
B. Simulation Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed DTN routing
protocols, we compare the EER and CR with other four pop-
ular protocols: EBR [1], MaxProp [7], Spray-and-Wait [13]
and Spray-and-Focus [14]. After that we analyze the effects
of λ, which is the initial value of replicas of a message,
on the performance of the EER and CR respectively. Due
to the space limitation, we do not analyze the effects of
other parameters such as α, TTL and buffer size on the
performance.
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Figure 2. Performance comparison between our proposed routing protocols and other existing protocols: (a) Delivery ratio; (b) Latency; (c) Goodput.
Figure 2 shows the performance comparison between the
EER, CR and other four protocols. We set λ as 10 for the
EER, CR, Spray-and-Wait and Spray-and-Focus protocols.
The ﬁgure shows that MaxProp achieves the highest delivery
ratio, the shortest latency since it is an epidemic-based
protocol. However, the goodput of the MaxProp is also the
lowest, which is only about 20% of those of the EER and
CR protocols. Thus, the MaxProp fails in the comparison
due to its poor goodput. The EBR obtains the best goodput,
but its delivery ratio is the lowest and its latency is almost
the highest. The goodput of Spray-and-Wait exceeds those
of EER and CR when the number of nodes is larger than
80. However, its delivery ratio is much lower than EER
and CR, and its latency is comparative to EER and CR.
The Spray-and-Focus acquires a lower delivery ratio than
EER and CR, with a higher latency and a lower goodput.
Consequently, our proposed protocols EER and CR perform
effectively compared with other four protocols.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the effects of λ on the
performance of EER and CR respectively. The value of λ
varies from 6 to 12 with an increment of 2. The delivery
ratio of both protocols rises when the value of λ increases.
The increase of λ can slightly reduce the latency (obvious
in Figure 3(b)). However, the increase of λ can heighten
the overhead because a larger number of forwards will be
employed in the network, and the EER and CR will achieve
a lower goodput. Therefore, it is a tradeoff to determine an
appropriate value of λ.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we ﬁrst propose an expected encounter
based routing protocol (EER) which distributes multiple
replicas of a message proportionally between two encounters
according to their expected EVs. In case of single replica of
a message, EER makes the routing decision by comparing
the minimum expected meeting delay to the destination.
To take advantages of the community property, we further
propose a community based routing protocol (CR), which is
divided into inter-community routing and intra-community
routing. We evaluate our proposed routing protocols in the
ONE simulator under different parameters to demonstrate
their effectiveness.
One of our future directions will focus on extending the
proposed routing protocols to be applicable to resource-
constrained wireless networks by employing the buffer man-
agement. Secondly, we will design the distributed commu-
nity construction method in the CR, which is more suitable
for the online routing procedure. Finally, we intend to design
adaptive routing protocols in which the network parameters
such as α and λ can be tuned automatically to improve the
performance.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof: Assume that the next meeting interval between
ui and u j is Δti j, then the probability that ui will meet u j in
(t, t + τ] is P(Δti j ≤ t + τ − ti j0 |Δti j > t − ti j0 ). Thus,
EEVi(t, τ) =
∑
1≤ j≤n, ji
P(Δti j ≤ t + τ − ti j0 |Δti j > t − ti j0 ).
Here,
P(Δti j ≤ t + τ − ti j0 |Δti j > t − ti j0 ) =
P(t − ti j0 < Δti j ≤ t + τ − ti j0 )
P(Δti j > t − ti j0 )
.
Considering mi j = |Mij| where Mij = {Δti jk |Δti jk ∈ Ri j,Δti jk > t−ti j0 },
and mτi j = |Mτi j| where Mτi j = {Δti jk |Δti jk ∈ Mij,Δti jk ≤ t + τ − ti j0 }, we
can get
P(Δti j > t − ti j0 ) =
∑
Δti jk ∈Mi j
1
ri j
=
mi j
ri j
,
and
P(t − ti j0 < Δti j ≤ t + τ − ti j0 ) =
∑
Δti jk ∈Mτi j
1
ri j
=
mτi j
ri j
.
So,
P(Δti j ≤ t + τ − ti j0 |Δti j > t − ti j0 ) =
mτi j/ri j
mi j/ri j
=
mτi j
mi j
. (4)
Therefore, we can obtain
EEVi(t, τ) =
∑
1≤ j≤n, ji
mτi j
mi j
.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof: Assume that the next meeting interval between
nodes ui and u j is Δti j, thus,
EMDi j(t) = E(Δti j − (t − ti j0 )|Δti j > t − ti j0 )
= E(Δti j|Δti j > t − ti j0 ) − E(t − ti j0 |Δti j > t − ti j0 )
= E(Δti j|Δti j > t − ti j0 ) − (t − ti j0 ).
E(Δti j|Δti j > t − ti j0 ) can be calculated as:
E(Δti j|Δti j > t − ti j0 ) =
ri j∑
k=1
P(Δti j = Δti jk |Δti j > t − ti j0 ) · Δti jk
=
ri j∑
k=1
P(Δti j = Δti jk ,Δt
i j > t − ti j0 )
P(Δti j > t − ti j0 )
· Δti jk .
Here,
P(Δti j = Δti jk ,Δt
i j > t − ti j0 ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1
ri j
if Δti jk > t − ti j0 ,
0 else.
and
P(Δti j > t − ti j0 ) =
∑
Δti jk ∈Mij
1
ri j
=
mi j
ri j
.
We can get:
E(Δti j|Δti j > t − ti j0 ) =
ri j
mi j
∑
Δti jk ∈Mij
1
ri j
· Δti jk =
1
mi j
∑
Δti jk ∈Mij
Δti jk .
Therefore,
EMDi j(t) = E(Δti j|Δti j > t − ti j0 ) − (t − ti j0 )
=
1
mi j
∑
Δti jk ∈Mij
Δti jk − (t − ti j0 ).
C. Proof of Theorem 3
Proof: As each element in MD indicates the EMD
between a pair of nodes, it is easy to see that the calculated
multi-hop meeting delay from the node to a particular
destination using the Dijkstra’s algorithm is the MEMD
between the node and the destination.
D. Proof of Theorem 4
Proof: Assume that the next meeting interval between
nodes ui and u j is Δti j, and the probability that ui will
encounter community Ck in (t, t + τ] is Pik. The expected
number of encountering communities for ui in (t, t + τ] is:
ENECi(t, τ) =
∑
1≤k≤l,kCIDui
Pik.
Pik can be calculated as:
Pik = 1 −
∏
u j∈Ck
(1 − P(Δti j ≤ t + τ − ti j0 |Δti j > t − ti j0 )).
In Eq. 4 of Theorem 1, we have already got that
P(Δti j ≤ t + τ − ti j0 |Δti j > t − ti j0 ) =
mτi j
mi j
,
where Mij = {Δti jk |Δti jk ∈ Ri j,Δti jk > t − ti j0 } and mi j = |Mij|,
Mτi j = {Δti jk |Δti jk ∈ Mij,Δti jk ≤ t + τ − ti j0 } and mτi j = |Mτi j|.
Thus,
ENECi(t, τ) =
∑
1≤k≤l,kCIDui
Pik =
∑
1≤k≤l,kCIDui
(1 −
∏
u j∈Ck
(1 − m
τ
i j
mi j
)).
